The following current or retired members of the UCLA Academic Senate or Librarians Association of the University of California, Los Angeles, or whose emeritus status was conferred, died between February 6, 2019, and May 18, 2021. Spouses of such individuals are also included.

The UCLA Emeriti Association honors them.

Marilyn Alkin, spouse of Marvin “Marv” Alkin, Education (evaluation)
Ellen Alkon, Public Health (Health Policy and Management)
Harlan Amstutz, Surgery (Orthopedic surgery, joint replacement)
Orson Anderson, Earth Planetary & Space Sciences (mineral physics; seismic anisotropy; ultrasonic measurement; UC Institute of Geophysics & Planetary Physics)
Carol Aneshensel, Public Health (Community Health Sciences; sociology of mental health; stress)
James Arkatov, co-founder of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, spouse of Salome Arkatov, Music (piano, Rosina Lhévinne)
Jean Aroeste, Library (reference)
Shirley Arora, Spanish and Portuguese (folklore, proverbial speech in the Spanish-speaking world)
Toshi Ashikaga, surviving spouse of Ensho Ashikaga, East Asian Languages and Cultures; was 102 years old)

Donald “Don” Babbitt, Mathematics (mathematical physics, meromorphic equivalence, history of mathematics)
Ehrhard Bahr, Germanic Languages (Goethe, 18th-century German Literature, 20th-century literature and critical theory)
John Dennis “Denny” Baker, surgery (vascular surgery, vascular physiologic testing and imaging)
John Baldessari, Art (painting, conceptual art)
Martha Banta, English (American literature and culture)
Lawrence Basset, Radiology (Radiological Sciences)
James R. “Rush” Beeler, French and Francophone Studies (French literature)
Ben Befu, East Asian Languages & Cultures (Japanese, Japan, Japanese translation)
John Bentson, Radiology (Radiological Sciences)
Charles A. Berst, Emeriti Association President, 2002-2003; English (George Bernard Shaw, Theosophy)
David Binder, Law (clinical education, lawyering skills)
Lyda Boyer, surviving spouse of Paul Boyer, Chemistry & Biochemistry (adenosine triphosphate)

Joseph Cascarano, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology (mitochondria); Treasurer, 1998-2001
Mortimer “Mort” Chambers, History (ancient history and classics)
Adele Clark, surviving spouse of Burton R. “Bob” Clark, Education and Sociology (higher education)
Arthur “Art” Cohen, Education (higher education/community colleges)
Edward “Ed” Condren, English (Chaucer, medieval literature, forensic English)
William “Billy” Cunningham*, Medicine and Public Health (racial disparities and health, health services organizations, and outcomes and effectiveness research, HIV)
Samuel Jerome “Jerry” Cushman, English (children’s literature)
David Dolinko, Law (criminal law, constitutional criminal procedure, philosophy of punishment)
David L. Douglass, Materials Science & Engineering (reactive and refractory metals and alloys)
Jeffrey Eckardt, Medicine (orthopaedic surgery; orthopaedic oncology)
Glen Egstrom, Kinesiology (underwater kinesiology, UCLA Dive Officer)
Robert K. “Bob” Englund, Near Eastern Languages & Cultures (Assyriology, cuneiform)
Seymour “Sy” Feshbach, Psychology (aggression)
Robert Finkelstein, Physics & Astronomy (particle physics; was 104 years old)
Lawrence R. “Larry” Freedman, Medicine (Internal Medicine; infectious diseases, endocarditis)
Leonard “Len” Freedman, Political Science; Dean, UCLA Extension (American and British Politics; political satire)
Morton “Mort” Friedman, Psychology (experimental psychology, perception and memory)
Jay A. Gershen, Dentistry (public health dentistry, mobile dental clinic)
Baruch Givoni, Architecture & Urban Design (urban and building climatology; died on the eve of his 100th birthday)
Gerald Jay Goldberg, English (creative writing; novelist)
Juan Gómez-Quinones, History (Chicano history, politics, labor, and culture; poet; activist; Chicano Studies Research Center director)
Richard Philip Green, Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences (psychiatry; homosexuality and transsexualism; gender identity disorder in children)
Martin Greenberger, Management (computers and information systems)
Christine Wursten Haskell, spouse of Charles Haskell, medicine (hematologic oncology)
John N. Hawkins, Education (comparative & international education; dean of international studies)
William Hinds, environmental health sciences (industrial hygiene, aerosols and industrial hygiene controls of airborne contaminants, including respiratory protection)
Lane Ryo Hirabayashi, Asian American studies (Japanese American incarceration)
Alfred E. “Al” Hofflander, Management (finance and insurance)
Francis E. Holly, Medicine (radiation oncology)
Richard Hudson, Musicology (Music Librarian, organ, organ composition, classical music forms)
George Jerome Igo, Physics & Astronomy (nuclear physics, intermediate energy)
Tatsuo Itoh*, electrical & computer engineering (microwave and millimeter-wave electronics)
Neil Peter Jampolis, Theater (lighting, scenic, and costume design for the stage, opera, and dance)
Helen Callaghan Jones, surviving spouse of Edgar Allan “Ted” Jones, Jr., Law (labor arbitration; judge on TV)
Joelle Rutherford Juillard, surviving spouse of Guy Juillard, Radiation Oncology (active immunotherapy to treat malignancies)
Howard Ronald “Ron” Kaback, Physiology and Microbiology, Immunology & Molecular Genetics, (biochemistry, Kabackosomes, cell-free membrane transport vesicles)
Traute Kassarjian, spouse of Harold “Hal” Kassarjian (management)
Barbara Kolts Keogh, Education (special education and learning disabilities); also surviving spouse of Jack Keogh, Kinesiology (adapted physical education, clumsy children)
Mark Kleiman, Public Policy (drug and criminal justice policy)
Bariša Krekić, History (medieval and renaissance Eastern Europe)
Deepak Lal, Economics (international development studies; India and South Asia)
Glenn A. Langer, Medicine (cardiology, cardiovascular research; Partnership Scholars Program founder)
Lawrence “Larry” Lauherass, Jr., Library (Latin American Bibliographer) and Center for Brazilian Studies, Latin American Institute, and International Institute
Catherine Yungoo Lee, Charles E. Young Research Library (Bibliographers Group, Asian Pacific studies); spouse of Peter Lee, Asian languages & cultures (Korean & comparative literature)
Barbara Levey, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Biomedical Affairs and spouse of Dr. Gerald S. “Gerry” Levey, Vice Chancellor, Dean Emeritus, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
Kuo-Nan Liou*, atmospheric & oceanic sciences and mechanical & aerospace engineering (satellite remote sensing, role of clouds and aerosols in climate and greenhouse warming)

Rex MacAlpin, Medicine (cardiology)
John D. “Doug” Mackenzie, Materials Science & Engineering (glass and ceramics processing)
Robert Mare, Sociology (social inequality, demographic trends)
John D. McNeil, education (reading, curriculum and instruction, international development; was 101 years old)
Michael Moerman, Anthropology (Social interaction, conversational analysis, visual anthropology, ethnographic theory; Southeast Asia)
Steven “Steve” Moszkowski, Physics & Astronomy (nuclear theory)

Roberta Nixon, Library (Task Force)

Gerhard Oertel, Earth & Space Sciences (structural geology, tensors; was 100 years old)
Charles “Chuck” Olmstead, Medicine (neurosurgery, anatomy)
Antony R. “Tony” Orme, Geography (geomorphology; director, White Mountain Research Center)

Helen Palmer, Library (College Library and cataloging)
Roberto Peccei, Physics & Astronomy (particle physics, Peccei-Quinn Symmetry)

Bertram “Bert” Raven, Psychology (social psychology, health psychology, survey research)
Paul Reale, Music (music composition and theory; composer of classical music; pianist)
Janice “Jan” Reiff*, history and statistics (quantitative history, history of cities, Chicago, Los Angeles)
Peter H. Reill, History (cultural and intellectual history of Europe during the 18th century Enlightenment); Director of the Clark Library and the Center for 17th and 18th Century Studies

Florence Ridley, English (medieval literature, Chaucer)
Alan Roper, English (eighteenth-century British literature, Dryden)
Peter Rosen, Medicine (hematology, oncology)
Jean Levy Rosenfeld, Research Library (technical services, acquisitions)
John Rosenfeld, Earth, Planetary, & Space Sciences (mineralogy, petrology; was 100 years old)

George Sachs, Medicine (ulcer research & education, gastric acid secretion, omeprazole (Prilosec))
James Sackett, Anthropology (archaeology, Ice Age cultures of Europe, paleolithic France)
Stewart Schweitzer, Public Health (Health Policy & Management, health economics)
David Shapiro, Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences (psychophysiology, health psychology)
William E. “Bill” Slater, Physics & Astronomy (experimental high-energy particle physics, quantum numbers of the phi meson)
Richard Manserghe Thorne, Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences (distribution of interstellar gas in the galaxy; space plasma physics)

Norman Thrower, Geography (cartography; was 100 years old)

Romeria Tidwell, Education (guidance and counseling education, social psychology, ethnic and racial studies)

F. “Don” Tierney, medicine (pulmonary and critical care medicine)

James Wai Tong*, Political Science (comparative politics, Chinese politics and political violence)

Speros Vryonis, History (Byzantine, Balkan, and Greek history)

Martin “Marty” Wachs, urban planning (transportation planning, relationships between transportation, land use and air quality, use of performance measurement in transportation planning; Dickson Emeritus Professorship, 2016-2017)

Steven Wallace*, community health sciences (aging in communities of color, immigrant health and health policy)

John Wasson, Earth, Planetary, and Space Sciences (cosmochemistry, UCLA Meteorite Collection)

Ron Watson, Library (continuations cataloging, Title II, CONSER)

Finis Welch, Economics (labor economics)

Gloria Werner, Library (Biomedical Librarian; University Librarian)

Richard C. Williams, Education (school leadership, educational reform)

Peter Wollen, Film (film theory incorporating the methodology of structuralism and semiotics; filmmaker)

Charles Dillon Woody, Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences and Neurobiology (sleep)

John W. Young, Film, Television & Digital Media (film)

Irving Zabin, Medicine (biochemistry; was 101 years old)

Patrice Zamenhof, Biological Chemistry (protein and nucleic acid biochemistry, β-galactosidase)

* Died in service

Prepared by Diane Childs and Marion Peters
March 27, 2021

Corrected March 29, 2021 with apologies to Jack Katz who is very much alive.

Updated to include Spring, 2021, May 4, 2022